TEC/ESA Potential Ebola Screening: Clinical Staff SOP

Support Document 6: TEC/ESA Potential Ebola Screening: Clinical Staff SOP

- Front Desk staff notifies clinical staff of "yes" response
- Avoiding direct patient contact, clinical staff escorts patient to designated exam room (non-procedural room)
- Clinical staff don PPE, using buddy system to ensure appropriate use.
- CSS rooms patient per standard rooming procedure, launches Amb. Intake Form then click on "Travel" Screening Tab

Does patient have any of the following symptoms: FEVER (SUBJECTIVE OR ≥ 100.4 F), DIARRHEA, NAUSEA, VOMITING, ABDOMINAL PAIN, CHILLS, WEAKNESS, JOINT OR MUSCLE ACHES, HEADACHE, LACK OF APPETITE?

- Yes
  - Remain in room with your patient until further instructions received. Ask Buddy to update provider and now notify Infection Control. It will now determine all next steps and someone will come to assist you.

- No
  - Complete Ambulatory Intake, including Travel tab, and complete patient visit
  - Patient departs clinic (either following scheduled visit or per infection control instructions)

EVD Screening for Clinical Staff per CDC Checklist:
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